Discover Your Lover's
Inner Compass

Take 30 Minutes
To Sychronize Your Life Charts
& Get Headed in the Same Direction

ALL LOVERS ARE “STAR-CROSSED

.

We burst into the universe, out of our mother’s wombs and
into the light, as neophyte voyagers -- without charts or
compass.
Adult navigators prepare the routes for our life’s journey.
You and your lover followed different maps, but they
brought you to the same place. Can they keep you going in the
same direction?

Study the Map before Journey

Just as we wouldn’t set off on a road trip with
different maps or head to different airports to take
our honeymoon, we need to coordinate our
individual GPS’s before we can chart a course for a
successful committed relationship.

As a couple, Jay and Jule learned the hard way
that we had different maps. We’d like to help
you avoid the confusion this causes.

We weren’t the only ones lost.
Other couples said:
“I had no idea that Sunday football was
sacrosanct with him.”
“I thought I knew everything about him, but I
was wrong.”
“If I had known some of these things, it would
have saved a lot of heartache.”
“My wife got upset with me today just for paying
bills that were due. That’s crazy, right?”
“When I found out she wasn’t being completely
honest about a past relationship, it really shook
up our marriage.”
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Personal Navigation 101
Rivers, Road, and Points of Interest
If someone were to tell you that tonight he was going
to marry a woman he had just met this morning,
you’d be justified in thinking he was just a bit crazy.

You, on the other hand, are certain you know your
significant other pretty darn well.
You know their “Points of Interest:” big stuff
- what they do for a living, where they were
born, how many siblings they have. You
know some quirks as well – their favorite
color, food they hate, music they love.
Chances are good, however, that you
may not be as familiar with their
“Rivers” – how they got to where they
are today
And you may have not shared
much at all about their “Roads,”
the values with which they
steer their life.

Feeling like your relationship has
taken a wrong turn? You can set
a more certain course.
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All Set To Go?

Here’s what you’ll need:
A quiet hour set aside for just the two of you
A space where you can be alone
Lined notebook- one each
Two pens (or pencils)
A device to keep time
Two glasses or cups of your favorite beverage
Oh, and absolutely, no distractions
Yes, turn off your cells!

Studying the Map
Your “master navigators” -- your mother and father,
sisters and brothers, aunts and uncles, grandparents
and friends -- imprinted values and ethics, beliefs
and visions, hopes and dreams on your heart and in
your soul.

These navigational maps now direct your life
and will inescapably be a part of your future
together.

Some Points of Interest are as big and
bustling as New York City. Others are as
quiet and surprising as the island of Gili
Mino

The Rivers on these maps run smoothly
through glades of dappled trees and roughly,
over jagged boulders

The Roads are sometimes broad, well-paved
highways and other times misty, littleknown byways.

Step Two
Let's Unfold Our Maps
See What We Discover
Stay in your quiet place:
But move a little apart
Choose one of the sentences,
and write it at the top of the
second page:
1. Reflect for a few moments. Then begin to compose an
answer to the questions. Be fearless and truthful.
2. When you feel like you've written all you have to say
for now, choose a new question. Begin answering that
question on a separate page.
3. This quiet reflection writing time ought to last about
20 minutes. Set a timer if need be.
4. When 20 minutes are over, exchange notebooks - even
if you've answered only one or two questions.

Step One
Until Now Our Maps Lay Hidden Deep Inside
Time to Let Them See the Light of Day
To Begin:
Take out the notebooks

At the top of four pages, write one of
each of the following four sentences:
1. “Three of the most significant events in my life have
been…because…”
2. Three of the most significant persons in my life
are….because….”
3. Three things I appreciate about myself are….”

4. Three ways I would like to change are….”

Step Three
New Routes, New Destination
ShareYour Findings
Come back together
Greet each other with affection
Exchange notebooks and read
quietly for about 10 minutes
Compare your answers
Are your backgrounds similar? What unexpected
commonalities did you uncover?
2. What the most striking differences in your
backgrounds? Did any of these surprise you? .
3. In what ways do you see your personal histories
working to complement each other? Are there wa5ys
they contribute to conflicts between you?
4. Which of the qualities your partner appreciates about
themselves means the most to you? Why?
5. How can your support your partner in the ways they
wish to change? In what way do you want them to alway
stay the same?

Put down that notebook
Look deep into each other's eyes
You've taken a successful test drive. You're headed in the direction
of a happier, more flourishing relationship
Continue the journey

Does the way ahead
seem a little clearer
now? The path a
little less rocky?

This short guide was inspired by a real
need we've heard expressed by
married couples over several decades.
We believe you now understand each
other better and are, thus, able to love
more deeply.

If you had fun with this,
find more at

